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“The Earth is Literally Being Torn Apart”
“The earth is utterly broken down, the earth is clean dissolved, the earth is moved exceedingly. The earth shall reel to and
fro like a drunkard, and shall be removed like a cottage; and the transgression thereof shall be heavy upon it; and it shall
fall, and not rise again” Isaiah 24:19, 20.
Sin and transgression is weighing heavily upon the earth and not just spiritually, but apparently physically as well. Part of
the apocalyptic scenario is that the earth would be torn apart. Matthew 24:7, Revelation
6:12 and Revelation 16:18 speak about massive earthquakes before the end of days. Could
these days really be upon us? We are daily seeing new giant sinkholes and new massive
cracks and gashes in the earth happening all around the world, and this is creating great
anxiety among many people. These are signs of a coming judgment.
“The earth’s crust will be rent by the outbursts of the elements concealed in the bowels
of the earth. These elements, once broken loose, will sweep away the treasures of those
who for years have been adding to their wealth by securing large possessions at starvation
prices from those in their employ. And the religious world, too, is to be terribly shaken, for
the end of all things is at hand” (Manuscript Releases, 3:208).
Many religious faiths in addition to Seventh-day Adventists believe that a judgment is very near and that all the signs that
we are seeing today are proclaiming this fact. To all those who are not reading the prophetic warnings found in God’s word,
God is speaking to them through the convulsions of nature telling people to get
ready for what is coming. There are two websites that you have to visit in order to
see clearly the strong reality that our earth’s crust is very fragile and is changing
more and more in our generation. This first website is dedicated to documenting all
the new cracks in the earth. 1 Another site documents the destructive sinkholes that
are appearing all over world. 2
It’s not just the earth that is in trouble, human life is even more fragile as lives
are being destroyed by these phenomena. One moment you are alive and well and
in the next instance, the earth is opening up and swallowing people, cars and
buildings!
We cannot pass over lightly these ominous signs that are telling us to “prepare
to meet thy God’ (Amos 4:12). Sadly, those who are not ready to meet God as a friend at the end of time will actually be
looking for a sinkhole to try to hide in, thinking they can escape the judgments of God:
“And the kings of the earth, and the great men, and the rich men, and the chief captains, and the mighty men, and every
bondman, and every free man, hid themselves in the dens and in the rocks of the mountains; And said to the mountains and
rocks, Fall on us, and hide us from the face of him that sitteth on the throne, and from the wrath of the Lamb: For the great day
of his wrath is come; and who shall be able to stand?” Revelation 6:15-17.
Will Donald Trump and Pope Francis Eventually Get Along?
Last year Pope Francis attacked Donald Trump’s plan to build a wall on the border with Mexico. He stated that those who
build walls instead of bridges are not “Christian.” 3
Donald Trump responded by saying that the Pope’s words were “disgraceful.” 4 He went on to state that no religious leader,
including the Pope, has the right to question another man’s faith and then accused the Pope of being a political “pawn” for
those advocating open borders.
There isn’t any politician today who would dare refer to the Pope’s statements as “disgraceful” or even refer to him as a
“pawn.” Many believed that Trump’s political career was over after exchanging punches with the Pope. And even though Pope
Francis started the argument, you’re not supposed to attack the Pope and get into a
fight with him about Christianity and hope to have a long, fruitful political career.
Amazingly, Donald Trump not only survived this episode with the Pope - he also
survived and beat the Republican opposition, the constant media attacks, the
Democratic Party, attacks and leaks from the intelligence communities (CIA, FBI),
attacks from Hollywood and conflicts with the EU, NATO and the UN.
But now that Trump is President, will his relationship with the Pope improve? One
thing is certain, Pope Francis and President Trump are at odds with each others’
policies. There hasn’t been any positive word coming from the Vatican with regards to
President Trump. Even the black pope, Jesuit Superior General Arturo Sosa, has
publicly criticized President Trump.5 So far, Donald Trump has been quiet with regards
to the Pope, at least publicly. We hear nothing but silence. Let us welcome this silence, even if it’s only temporary, and work
while we can to spread the everlasting gospel of Revelation 14 before it is too late. “The work which the church has failed to
do in a time of peace and prosperity, she will have to do in a terrible crisis, under most discouraging, forbidding
circumstances” (Evangelism, 31).
God help us should these two get together to work on advancing their prophetic roles:
“And I beheld another beast coming up out of the earth; and he had two horns like a lamb, and he spake as a dragon. And he
exerciseth all the power of the first beast before him, and causeth the earth and them which dwell therein to worship the
first beast, whose deadly wound was healed” Revelation 13:11, 12.
It is well known, particularly in Adventists circles, that this two-horned beast represents our blessed country, the United
States of America. Prophecy states that our nation will engineer a worldwide movement to reestablish the principles of churchstate rule, and not just here in our nation but also throughout the world. The first beast whose deadly wound was healed
represents the Papacy or ecclesiastical Rome. When prophecy says that the USA “exerciseth all power of the first beast” and
will speak like a “dragon” this foretells the development of the spirit of intolerance and persecution that was manifested by the

Papacy during the Dark Ages. Our gentle, pure and once
harmless nation will establish an apostate religious-political
system modeled after Rome. The only piece of the puzzle that
has yet to take shape is for Donald Trump and Pope Francis to
come together into a close-working relationship for the
implementation of this world-wide prophetic agenda.
“By the decree enforcing the institution of the Papacy in
violation of the law of God, our nation will disconnect herself
fully from righteousness. When Protestantism shall stretch her
hand across the gulf to grasp the hand of the Roman power, when
she shall reach over the abyss to clasp hands with spiritualism,
when, under the influence of this threefold union, our country
shall repudiate every principle of its Constitution as a
Protestant and republican government, and shall make provision
for the propagation of papal falsehoods and delusions, then we
may know that the time has come for the marvelous working of Satan and that the end is near” (Testimonies, 5:451).
The Coming Crisis between North Korea and the West
“But evil men and seducers shall wax worse and worse, deceiving, and being deceived” 2 Timothy 3:13.
North Korea is one of the most oppressive totalitarian, communist governments in all the world. Its citizens do not have any
freedom of expression, freedom of religion or freedom to travel. Any Christian living in North Korea is forced to hide their
faith from the authorities, family, friends and neighbors for fear of being imprisoned or killed.
The ruling Kim family is the only object of worship in North Korea. Those who don’t reverence the ruling family are
arrested and many disappear never to be found again. North Koreans are required to have a picture of the “Great Leader” in
their homes. All citizens are also required to demonstrate their loyalty to the ruling family by bowing publicly through many
annual ceremonies.
Anyone who may even demonstrate a hint of disapproval or criticism towards the government is immediately arrested,
sometimes with their entire families, and are sent to execution camps. Any citizen who is considered an enemy of the North
Korean government is executed with anti-aircraft guns.6
There isn’t any doubt that Kim Jong Un, the dictator of North Korea, is
the embodiment of evil. While the over-weight, ruthless leader eats and
lives a life of excess and ease, millions of North Koreans are constantly
facing starvation.
Kim Jong Un is a twisted psychopath who is trying to start a nuclear
conflict with the most powerful country in the world – the USA! Our US
military is a thousand times stronger than China, Russia and the seven next
richest countries combined. And this murderous dictator is starting a fight,
that if started – he will ultimately lose.
He has threatened to annihilate the USA with a nuclear holocaust.7 North
Korea is testing missiles, developing their arsenal and increasing their
rhetoric against America. Tensions are high; one little mistake can set off a
barrage of missiles that will have devastating results for North Korea and the other nations in the region. North Korea has
thousands of missiles pointing directly at Seoul, South Korea, a city just 20 minutes away from the border of North Korea.
It is a miracle that war between the West and North Korea hasn’t resumed by now. It is God who is holding back the winds
of strife so that the gospel can do its work in behalf of sinful, rebellious men.
“And after these things I saw four angels standing on the four corners of the earth, holding the four winds of the earth, that
the wind should not blow on the earth, nor on the sea, nor on any tree. And I saw another angel ascending from the east, having
the seal of the living God: and he cried with a loud voice to the four angels, to whom it was given to hurt the earth and the sea,
Saying, Hurt not the earth, neither the sea, nor the trees, till we have sealed the servants of our God in their foreheads” Revelation 7:1-3.
Our God is the God of all flesh, and He desires to save all those who are willing. And regardless of how impossible the
situation may appear, God has the answer to all of our needs.
“Behold, I am the LORD, the God of all flesh: is there anything too hard for me?” Jeremiah 32:27.
The Papacy in Politics, EU Leaders Look to Rome
The European Union heads of state and government will be traveling to Rome to meet
with Pope Francis ahead of their annual summit. They are going to hear the Pope share his
“wisdom” and “vision” for the future of the European Union. Some of the EU leaders
have expressed that “Pope Francis is the ultimate world leader.” 8
We are seeing the disintegration of the free states as the leaders in Europe unite with
the Vatican seeking her help to ensure success in the work of politics. However, this kind
of relationship between civil and religious powers will bring disastrous results in the end
because history teaches that no government's civil and religious liberties can survive long
when under the influence of Rome. When civil rule comes under the influence of the
church, these schemes tend to lead to the nations being controlled by and taken advantage
of by the church. This movement leads to both the downfall of the church and the state.
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